Present: Jeff Puterbaugh, John Sauer, Lori Doede, Mark Caillier, Mat Barreiro, Ray Wilson, Trish Davis, Wendy Holihan

Staff: Cary Moller, Scott Smith, Jennifer Eskridge

Reported absences: Bob Thomas, Cari Fiske-Sessums, Rod Calkins

Guest: Sandy Stewart, Tim Murphy

Call to Order: Chair Ray Wilson called the meeting to order at 8:06 a.m.

Announcements:
- Quorum
- Sandy Stewart announced that Gary Hard is no longer with the Health Department
  - Trish Davis is AIC
  - Teri Morgan is supervising methadone
- Prescription drug take back day
  - Measured in lbs and households
    - Turner PD 27lbs and 42 Households
    - Hubbard PD 14lbs
    - Sheriffs Office 124lbs and 81 Households
    - Marion County Sheriffs Office 123lbs and 83 Households
    - Salem PD 158 lbs and 117 Households

Approval of Meeting Minutes:
- Approved

Review and Discussion:
- CCO
  - Not a lot of change
Official sub committee groups have been meeting
They are close to having a final metric system document
  - 5 Behavioral Health Measure
  - 2 are specific to drug and alcohol
    - SBIRT/Early Identification
    - Engagement and treatment outcomes
Clinical Advisory Panel has met 3 times and the push is to have data driven decisions.
  - Strong decisions about clinical
Mark Caillier got a few calls about providers that were confused
  - Calls can be referred to Scott

Review and Discussion:
  ➢ Update on Senior Sub-Committee Activity
    - Still in the process of securing speakers
      - Tim will contact Mike Miller
      - Sandy will see if she can find a contact for Shane Hayden
    - Working on a place
      - Looking at Keizer
      - Can get the facility for free with the Commissioners and Keizer approval
      - 7:30 registration
    - Bridgeway will be doing snacks
    - Working to get sponsors so that there will not be a cost for participants
    - Title will be the Silver Tsunami
    - They are thinking of doing a pre-registration with a maximum cut off

Review and Discussion:
  ➢ Outcome of Opiate Sub-Committee Meeting
    - Now have a name for the campaign it is called Drug Safe
      - They are starting to get stuff up on line
      - The TSA from the Sheriffs office are running in regal theaters
    - Senators Winters and Courtney are forming a sub committee to talk about opiate prescriptions from the legislative side

Review and Discussion
  ➢ Prevention on Spice
    - Geared toward adolescents
    - Handout
    - Not illegal unless it has a certain compound
      - Kids caught with it aren’t getting in trouble because they don’t know if it has the compound and testing takes a while
    - It is around $100 to check for K2 or Spice in a UA
Review and Discussion:

- HAB
  - Mark told them about the senior conference
  - They broke into some planning sessions for the year
  - Still a lot of questions about Coordinated Care Organizations

Review and Discussion:

- Juvenile A & D information only services
  - Scott is looking into it
    - Follow up questions
    - Where is the service provided?
      - Location changed each time
    - It cost $30 and it was provided by MC Prevention
      - It was discontinued because
        - Research shows that group education is counter productive for Juvenile’s
        - Curriculum was not evidence based
        - Replaced with an evidence based online class about $60
  - IDPF funds might pay for the classes
  - Bridgeway is looking at developing a class

Agenda items for November 2012 LADPC Meeting:

- CCO
- Children & Families Opiate Committee
- HAB
- Bath Salts
- Brain Storming
- Senior

Chair Ray Wilson adjourned the meeting at 9:10 a.m.

Next meeting: November 15, 2012
Minutes by: Janette Cotton